YouCo is an international Innovation Solution Provider, with the mission of accompanying companies and organizations in the Digital Transformation process. We develop high-value technological products. YouCo provides specific services and solutions for the needs of companies and organizations that want to improve the internal management and coordination of FrontLine workers, but also increase corporate security.

YouWorkForce
This system helps to quickly and efficiently manage all work teams


YouWorkForce + Loneworker
Solution for tracking operator data in Agriculture 4.0 with the aim of recording activities in the field through the application of Machine Learning mechanisms that automatically identify the type of activity carried out by operators, georeferencing, activities done and to be done, the communication between the operator and the service center, guaranteeing the safety of the worker (Lone worker - mandown)

YouWorkForce + Land Reclamation Authority: solution for managing activities related to the mowing of grass along canals. The constant need is to ensure maximum safety (mandown) for operators who sometimes work several meters away from each other, require controlled planning of activities, planning which can be provided to them by specific applications. A precise shift management system, as well as the possibility to have updated reports containing all the necessary information about work equipment and the timing to perform the tasks...
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